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		This book provides an overview of the state of the art in research on and treatment of gambling disorder. As a behavioral addiction, gambling disorder is of increasing relevance to the field of mental health. Research conducted in the last decade has yielded valuable new insights into the characteristics and etiology of gambling disorder, as well as effective treatment strategies. The different chapters of this book present detailed information on the general concept of addiction as applied to gambling, the clinical characteristics, epidemiology and comorbidities of gambling disorder, as well as typical cognitive distortions found in patients with gambling disorder. In addition, the book includes chapters discussing animal models and the genetic and neurobiological underpinnings of the disorder. Further, it is examining treatment options including pharmacological and psychological intervention methods, as well as innovative new treatment approaches. The book also discusses relevant similarities to and differences with substance-related disorders and other behavioral addictions. Lastly, it examines gambling behavior from a cultural perspective, considers possible prevention strategies and outlines future perspectives in the field.
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CIO Best Practices: Enabling Strategic Value with Information TechnologyJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
If you are a CIO, or intend to become a CIO, or simply want to understand the strategic importance of IT for your entire enterprise, CIO Best Practices provides you with the best practice guidance on the key responsibilities of the CIO and its important role in modern organizations. This is the most definitive and important work you will...
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Novell NetWare 6.5 Administrator's HandbookNovell Press, 2003
Novell NetWare 6.5 Administrators  Handbook is the Novell-authorized quick reference for NetWare  administration covering all of the new features of NetWare 6.5. The release of  NetWare 6.5 continues to redefine NetWare as a powerful Web-oriented platform  for delivering a consistent, location...
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Beginning OpenOffice 3: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2008
Office suites are one of the most popular types of software, and most computer users will, at some point, find themselves staring at the user interface of a word processor, spreadsheet, or presentation package. Traditionally, office suites have been quite expensive packages, but thanks to the generosity of Sun Microsystems and a massive community...
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C++ Programming FundamentalsCharles River, 2003
C++ Programming Fundamentals teaches the basics of C++ programming in  an easy-to-follow style, without assuming previous experience in any other  language. A variety of examples such as game programming, club membership,  organization, grade tracking and grade point average calculation, make learning  C++ both fun and practical. Each...
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Office 2010 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	The latest edition of one of the bestselling Microsoft Office books of all time!


	Spend less time figuring out Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Outlook, and Access and more time working on actual projects with this new edition of Office 2010 For Dummies. Filled with straightforward, friendly instruction, this book gets you...
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Mike Meyers' CompTIA A Guide to Managing & Troubleshooting PCs Lab Manual, Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Practice the IT Skills Essential for Your Success

	
		115+ lab exercises challenge you to solve problems based on realistic case studies
	
		Step-by-step scenarios require you to think critically
	
		Lab analysis tests measure your understanding of lab results
	
		Key term quizzes help build...
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